
Introduction of the “Calm Down” garden:

Creative device is a rewritten into forest or floating in a secret garden between the trees
beautiful fable. Works using mini city concept, designed to make feel the connection
between city and nature, and enjoy it in our life should be combined with nature. Work as
a whole as a lift, well express the value concept of ecological niche, belongs to a respect
for human beings with nature and show people a view of nature. Visitors can from the
steps of the lift to the interior work, wooden frame lines are not closed enables visitors to a
certain extent in contact with nature. At the same time, the unique light and shadow and
comfortable; Visitors can also went up from long steps to the top of the work, into the arms
of "natural", overlooking the garden, can feel the charm of nature from different ways,
accessibility of reflects the performance of the work itself, but also expounds the urban
construction of an ecological idea, purpose is to translate into garden landscape itself,
defines a central point of the landscape, and work is a irregular circular form, natural
around the shape of a traditional, suggesting that unity and integrity.

parts of plants

Name of plants : Lily
The planting period : From June to October

At the bottom of the plant are mainly planted in the device and the surrounding area.Design
of device for overhead structure,A layer of place for plants to provide living



space.Flower planting flower face area of about 100 square meters and they will around the device
for planting.

Lily are widely distributed in eastern North America ,From the Gaspe Peninsula, the
Canadian province of Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Province, to the South (United
States) Sipho Gene Asia etc..The stem height of 60 ~ 150 cm, green, smooth.The upper
stem leaves, a few scattered.Leaf blade lanceolate or oblanceolate .

Lily’s florescence is longer ，The flowers can open from June to October ，and It can be
formed unique and enduring scene in the field.
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